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Abstract

Maximizing the minimum weighted SIR, minimizing the weighted sum MSE and maximizing the weighted
sum rate in a multiuser downlink system are three important performance objectives in joint transceiver and power
optimization, where all the users have a total power constraint. We show that, through connections with the nonlinear
Perron-Frobenius theory, jointly optimizing power and beamformers in the max-min weighted SIR problem can
be solved optimally in a distributed fashion. Then, connecting these three performance objectives through the
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and nonnegative matrix theory, we solve the weighted sum MSE minimization
and the weighted sum rate maximization in the low to moderateinterference regimes using fast algorithms. In the
general case, we first establish the optimality conditions to the weighted sum MSE minimization and the weighted
sum rate maximization problems and provide their further connection to the max-min weighted SIR problem. We
then propose a distributed weighted proportional SIR algorithm that leverages our fast max-min weighted SIR
algorithm to solve the two nonconvex problems, and give conditions under which global optimality is achieved.
Numerical results are provided to complement the analysis.

Index Terms— Duality, Distributed optimization, Power control, Sum rate, MMSE, Beamforming, Interference channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the multiuser downlink transmission on a Multiple-Input-Single-Output (MISO) channel,
where the transmitter (at the base station) is equipped withan antenna array and each user has a single
receive antenna. Full channel information is available at both the transmitter and the receiver, and all
the users share the same bandwidth under a total power constraint. The multiuser downlink system is
modeled as an interference channel, where a minimal or low-complexity coordination among the users
is desired for the purpose of decentralized implementationin a network. Under this setting, the antenna
array provides an extra degree of freedom, in addition to power control, to optimize performance, e.g.,
increasing the total throughput (sum rates) or the total reliability in the system. Joint optimization of
transmit power and beamformer involving the weighted sum rates and weighted sum mean squared error
(MSE) as objectives are however challenging to solve, because these two problems are nonconvex. Further,
the transmit beamformers are coupled across users, therebymaking them hard to optimize in a distributed
fashion.

Our approach to these two nonconvex optimization problems begins by first considering a joint op-
timization of power and transmit beamformer for the min-max(weighted) mean squared error (MSE)
problem or, equivalently, the max-min (weighted) Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) problem. While
previous algorithms in the literature require centralizedcomputation of the eigenvalue and eigenvector of
an extended coupling matrix, we propose a fast distributed algorithm that computes the optimal power
and transmit beamformer in the max-min weightedSIR problem with geometric convergence rate. This is
achieved by applying the nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory in [1]–[3] and the uplink-downlink duality in
[4]–[10], wherein the uplink acts as an intermediate mechanism to optimize transmit beamformers in the
downlink. We also show that the uplink-downlink duality is aspecial case of a nonlinear Perron-Frobenius
minimax characterization.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the connection (solid lines) between thethree optimization problems in the paper: i) Weighted sum MSE minimization
in (27), ii) weighted sum rate maximization in (39), and iii)max-min weightedSIR in (8). The upper half of the dotted line considers power
control only, while the lower half considers both power control and beamforming.

From an information theory viewpoint, treating interference as noise in the low interference regime
has recently been justified in [11]. By considering simple and low-complexity receiver design, e.g.,
linear beamformer (effectively treating interference as noise), we study the nonconvex problems of, 1)
minimizing the weighted sum MSE between the transmitted andestimated symbols, and, 2) maximizing
the weighted sum rate. The max-minSIR problem is shown to be a special case of these two problems in
the sense that optimal solutions are equivalent under special cases. Previous work in the literature, see e.g.,
[12], only solve these two nonconvex problems in a centralized manner and suboptimally. We develop
fast algorithms (independent of stepsize and no configuration whatsoever) to solve these two nonconvex
problems optimally under low to medium interference conditions. We leverage the standard interference
function approach in [13] to show that our algorithms converge even under asynchronous updates.

We then turn to establishing the optimality conditions on the power and beamformer of these two
nonconvex problems in the general case (any interference conditions). Using nonnegative matrix theory,
the optimal beamformer will be shown to be the linear minimummean squared error (LMMSE) filter.
This relates to earlier work on the optimality of the LMMSE filter in the max-minSIR problem and a
related total power minimization problem [4], [5], [8], [9]. Further theoretical and algorithmic connections
between the two nonconvex problems and the max-minSIR problem are established using nonnegative
matrix theory, and a fast algorithm (with minimal configuration) that leverages our fast max-min weightedSIR algorithm and the uplink-downlink duality is then proposedto solve these nonconvex problems in a
distributed fashion.

This paper is organized as follows. We present the system model in Section II. In Section III, we look
at the max-min weightedSIR power control problem and its extension to joint beamforming and power
control, and we propose fast algorithms to solve them. In Section IV and Section V, we look at the
MSE minimization and weighted sum rate maximization power control problems and solve them using
fast algorithms in the low to medium interference regime. InSection VI, we establish the optimality
conditions for these two problems and propose a weighted proportionalSIR algorithm to solve them in
the general case. We highlight the performance of our algorithms using numerical examples in Section
VII. We conclude with a summary in Section VIII. All the proofs can be found in Appendix.

We refer the readers to Figure 1 for an overview of the connection between the three main optimization
problems in the paper. The following notation is used. Boldface uppercase letters denote matrices, boldface
lowercase letters denote column vectors, italics denote scalars, andu � v (B � F) denotes componentwise
inequality between nonnegative vectorsu andv (nonnegative matricesB andF). We let (By)l denote
the lth element ofBy. The Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrixF is denoted as�(F),
and the Perron (right) and left eigenvectors ofF associated with�(F) are denoted byx(F) andy(F),
respectively. The super-scripts(�)> and(�)y denote transpose and complex conjugate transpose respectively.
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We let el denote thelth unit coordinate vector andI denote the identity matrix. Letx Æy denotex Æ y =[x1y1; : : : ; xLyL℄> (Schur product). Letex denoteex = [ex1; : : : ; exL℄>.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single cell multiuser downlink system withN antennas at the base station andL
decentralized users, each equipped with a single receive antenna, operating in a frequency-flat fading
channel. The downlink channel can be modeled as a vector Gaussian broadcast channel:yl = hylx+ zl; l = 1; : : : ; L; (1)

whereyl 2 C 1�1 is the received signal of thelth user,hl 2 C N�1 is the channel matrix between the base
station and thelth user,x 2 C N�1 is the transmitted signal vector, andzl’s are the i.i.d. additive complex
Gaussian noise vectors with variancenl=2 on each of its real and imaginary components.

We assume that the multiuser system adopts a linear transmission and reception strategy. In transmit
beamforming, the base station transmits a signalx in the form ofx =PLl=1 dlŵl; whereŵl 2 C N�1 is
the transmit beamformer that carries the information signal dl of the lth user. We assume a total power
constraint at the transmit antennas, i.e.,E [xyx℄ = �P . From (1), the received signal for thelth user can
be expressed as yl = �hyl ŵl� dl +Xj 6=l �hyl ŵj� dj + zl: (2)

Next, we writeŵl = pplul, wherepl is the downlink transmit power andul is the normalized transmit
beamformer, i.e.,uylul = 1, of the lth user. Now, the receivedSIR of the lth user in the downlink
transmission can be given in terms ofp andU = [u1 : : :uL℄:SIRl(p;U) = pljhylulj2Pj 6=l pjjhylujj2 + nl : (3)

We define the matrixG with entriesGlj = jhylujj2 in the downlink transmission. In terms of the
beamforming matrixU, we also define the (cross channel interference) matrixF(U) with entries:Flj(U) = ( 0; if l = jGlj(U)Gll(U) ; if l 6= j (4)

and v(U) = � n1G11(U) ; n2G22(U) ; : : : ; nLGLL(U)�> : (5)

For brevity, we omit the dependency onU when we fix the beamformers and for the most part of the
paper. This dependency is made explicit only in Section III-C.

Note that (3), as a linear fractional function ofp andU, depends only on theL pairs of parametersfhl; nlg. An equivalent form of (3) is obtained if we rewrite (3) in terms of the normalized parameter
pairs f~hl; 1g, where ~hl = hl=nl [14]. Accordingly, the normalizedF in (4) has entriesj~hylujj2 for allj 6= l, and the normalizedv in (5) becomes1 subject toj~hylulj = 1 for all l.

In the following, we study optimization problems having twoperformance metrics that are functions
of SIRl(p;U), namely the MSE at the output of a LMMSE filter of each user [15], [16]:

MSEl(p) = 11 + SIRl(p) (6)

and the throughput of each user (assuming the Shannon capacity formula) [10], [17]:rl(p) = log(1 + SIRl(p)): (7)
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III. M AX -MIN WEIGHTED SIR OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we first consider optimizing only power before we consider a joint optimization between
power and transmit beamformers. Let� be a positive vector, where thelth entry �l is assigned by the
network to thelth link (to reflect some long-term priority). We first consider the following max-min
weightedSIR problem:

maximize minl SIRl(p)�l
subject to 1>p � �P ; p � 0;
variables: p: (8)

Note that (8) is equivalent to the min-max weighted MSE problem:

minimize maxl �lMSEl(p) = �l(1 + SIRl(p))
subject to 1>p � �P ; p � 0;
variables: p: (9)

Next, let us define the following nonnegative matrixB = F+ (1= �P )v1>: (10)

We will extensively exploit the spectra ofB (particularly, its spectral radius, its corresponding eigen-
vectors, its quasi-inverse and other properties) in our problem formulation, their solution and algorithm
design in this paper.

A. Optimal solution and algorithm

By exploiting a connection between the nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory in [1], [2] and the algebraic
structure of (8), we can give a closed form solution to (8).1

Lemma 1:The optimal objective and solution of (8) is given by1=�(diag(�)B) and( �P=1>x(diag(�)B))x(diag(�)B)
respectively.

Note that the optimal power in Lemma 1 can also be expressed asp = (�(diag(�)B)I� diag(�)F)�1 diag(�)v: (11)

The following algorithm computes the optimal power of (8) given in Lemma 1. We letk index discrete
time slots.

Algorithm 1 (Max-min WeightedSIR):
1) Update powerp(k + 1): pl(k + 1) = � �lSIRl(p(k))� pl(k) 8 l: (12)

2) Normalizep(k + 1): p(k + 1) p(k + 1) � �P=1>p(k + 1): (13)

Corollary 1: Starting from any initial pointp(0), p(k) in Algorithm 1 converges geometrically fast to
the optimal solution of (8),( �P=1>x(diag(�)B))x(diag(�)B).

Remark 1: Interestingly, (12) in Algorithm 1 is simply the Distributed Power Control (DPC) algorithm
in [18], where thelth user has a virtualSIR threshold of�l in the downlink transmission. However, the

1A closed-form solution to (8) was first obtained in [8] using anonnegative (increased dimension) matrix totally different from B. As
such, the algorithmic solution to (8) in [8] is different andis mainly centralized. On the other hand, our solution exploits the DPC algorithm
in [18] and is distributed.
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standard interference function approach in [13], a well-known method used to prove the convergence of
the DPC algorithm, cannot prove the convergence of Algorithm 1 (due to (13) violating the standard
interference function). Our convergence result in Corollary 1 follows from [1], [2], a special case of
nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory.

Remark 2: In principle, the normalization at Step 2 can be made distributed by using gossip algorithms
to compute1>p(k + 1) at each user [19].

B. Nonlinear Perron-Frobenius minimax characterization

We first establish the following result based on the nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory and the Friedland-
Karlin inequality in [20], [21] (see (80) in Appendix and see[22] for its extension), and then discuss how
it provides further insight into the analytical solution of(8). The result is also useful when we consider
a different reformulation of (8) in Section VI-A.

Lemma 2:Let A be an irreducible nonnegative matrix,b a nonnegative vector andk � k a norm onRL
with a corresponding dual normk � kD. Then,log �(A+ b>� ) = maxkkD=1 log �(A+ b>)= max��0;1>�=1 minkpk=1Xl �l log (Ap+ b)lpl (14)= minkpk=1 max��0;1>�=1Xl �l log (Ap+ b)lpl ; (15)

where the optimalp in (14) and (15) are both given byx(A+ b>� ), and the optimal� in (14) and (15)
are both given byx(A+ b>� ) Æ y(A+ b>� ).

Furthermore,p = x(A+ b>� ) is the dual of� with respect tok � kD.2

Remark 3:Lemma 2 is a general version of the Friedland-Karlin spectral radius minimax characteri-
zation in [20], [21]. In particular, ifb = 0, we obtain Theorem 3.2 in [21].

Using Lemma 2 (letA = diag(�)F, b = (1= �P )diag(�)v and � = 1 in Lemma 2), we deduce that
the optimalSIR allocation in (8) is a weighted geometric mean of the optimalSIR, where the weights are
the normalized3 Schur product of the uplink power and the downlink power (Perron and left eigenvectors
of diag(�)B, respectively): Yl (SIRl(p)=�l)plql=�l = 1=�(diag(�)B): (16)

Further, both the optimal uplink and the downlink power formdual pairs with the vector(1= �P )1, i.e.,(p; (1= �P )1) and (q; (1= �P )1) are dual pairs with respect tok � k1.
C. Uplink-downlink duality and joint optimization

Next, we consider the joint optimization of power and transmit beamformer in the following max-min
weightedSIR problem:

maximize minl SIRl(p;U)�l
subject to

PLl=1 pl � �P; pl � 0; uylul = 1 8 l;
variables: U = [u1 : : :uL℄; p: (17)

We first review the notion of uplink-downlink duality. The duality theory states that, under a same
total power constraint and additive white noise for all users, the achievableSIR region for a downlink

2A pair (x;y) of vectors ofRL is said to be a dual pair with respect tok � k if kykDkxk = 1.
3The normalization of the Schur product is such that

Pl plql=�l = 1.
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transmission with joint transmit beamforming and power control optimization is equivalent to that of a
reciprocal uplink transmission with joint receive beamforming and power control optimization. Further,
the optimalreceivebeamforming vectors in the uplink is also the optimaltransmitbeamforming vectors
in the downlink. Since joint power control and beamforming optimization in the uplink does not have
the beamformer coupling difficulty associated with the downlink (hence easier to solve), the (dual) uplink
problem can be first used to obtain the optimal transmit beamformers in the downlink. The optimal
downlink transmit power is then computed by keeping the transmit beamformers fixed. In the case where
the noise is different for each user, a virtual uplink transmission (assuming that all users have the same
noise, i.e.,nl = 1 for all l) is constructed as an intermediary step to compute the optimal transmit
beamforming vector.

Let the virtual uplink power be given byq. Now, suppose there exists positive values (optimal
max-min weightedSIR) andql for all l such that the virtual uplink^SIRl satisfies^SIRl(q;U) = qljhylulj2Pj 6=l qjjhyjulj2 + 1 � �l (18)

for all l. Since ^SIRl in (18) only depends on the beamforming vectorul, the receive beamforming
optimization, with the power fixed atq, is solved byu�l = arg minul Xj 6=l Gjl(U)Gll(U) qj + 1Gll(U) ; (19)

whose solution is the LMMSE receiver given by (optimal up to ascaling factor):u�l =  Xj 6=l qjhjhyj + I!+ hl; (20)

where (�)+ denotes pseudo-inversion. Using this LMMSE receiver, theSIR constraint in (18) is always
met with equality, i.e., ^SIRl(q;U) = �l. By the uplink-downlink duality, the LMMSE receiver is also
the optimal transmit beamformer in the downlink max-min weightedSIR problem given by (17).

Now, we are ready to use Algorithm 1 to solve the joint power control and beamforming problem in
(17) in a fast and distributed fashion. The following algorithm computes the optimal power and transmit
beamformer in (17):

Algorithm 2 (Max-min WeightedSIR–Joint Optimization):
1) Update (virtual) uplink powerq(k + 1):ql(k + 1) =  �l^SIRl(q(k);U(k))! ql(k) 8 l: (21)

2) Normalizeq(k + 1): q(k + 1) q(k + 1) � �P=1>q(k + 1): (22)

3) Update transmit beamforming matrixU(k + 1) = [u1(k + 1) : : :uL(k + 1)℄:ul(k + 1) = �Pj 6=l qj(k + 1)hjhyj + I�+ hl 8 l;ul(k + 1) ul(k + 1)=kul(k + 1)k2 8 l: (23)

4) Update downlink powerp(k + 1):pl(k + 1) = � �lSIRl(p(k);U(k + 1))� pl(k) 8 l: (24)
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Uplink-downlink Duality Correspondence

Downlink Uplinkp = x(diag(�)B) $ q = x(diag(�)B>)= diag(�)y(diag(�)B)SIRl(p)�l = 1�(diag(�)B) $ ^SIRl(q)�l = 1�(diag(�)B>)� = p Æ diag(�)�1q $ � = q Æ diag(�)�1p(p; � = (1= �P )1) $ (q; � = (1= �P )1)
LMMSE Transmit $ LMMSE Receive

Fig. 2. The uplink-downlink duality characterized throughthe nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theorem and the Friedland-Karlin spectral radius
minimax theorem. The equality notation used in the equations denotes equality up to a scaling constant.

5) Normalizep(k + 1): p(k + 1) p(k + 1) � �P=1>p(k + 1): (25)

Theorem 1:Let the optimal power and beamforming matrix in (17) bep? andU? respectively. Then,
starting from any initial pointq(0) andp(0), p(k) in Algorithm 2 converges geometrically fast top? =x(B(U?)) (unique up to a scaling constant).

Remark 4: In Algorithm 2, the uplink powerq(k) converges geometrically fast to( �P=1>x(diag(�)B>))x(diag(�)B>)
It is equal to the left eigenvector of diag(�)B if � = 1.

Remark 5:Note that (21) and (24) of Algorithm 2 use the DPC algorithm in[18], where thelth user
has a virtualSIR threshold of�l in both the (virtual) uplink and downlink transmission. In the case wherenl’s are equal for alll, q in (21) is the exact uplink transmit power, and only computing 1>q(k + 1) in
(22) requires a global coordination at the base station. Compared to previous centralized solution in [8],
[9], our solution has less complexity and provable geometric convergence rate. In principle,1>q(k + 1)
at Step 2 and1>p(k+1) at Step 5 can also be computed in a distributed manner using gossip algorithms
[19].

Finally, we summarize this interesting connection betweenthe uplink-downlink duality with the non-
linear Perron-Frobenius theorem and the Friedland-Karlinspectral radius minimax characterization from
Section III-B in Figure 2.

IV. WEIGHTED SUM MSE MINIMIZATION

In this section, we state the optimization problem of minimizing the weighted sum of the MSE’s of
individual data streams under a sum power constraint. This problem is nonconvex, and we will approach
this problem by two methods. In our first method (Section IV-B), we will show that it can be solved
exactly as special cases when the problem parameters satisfy certain conditions (which will be associated
with the interference andSNR level). In our second method (Section VI), for the general case, we will
deduce optimality conditions and propose suboptimal algorithm that exploits the connection with max-min
weightedSIR (and its associated fast algorithms in the previous section) to solve it.

A. Problem statement

We assume that all the receivers use the LMMSE filter for estimating the received symbols of all users.
The weighted sum MSE at the output of the LMMSE receiver is given by [15]:LXl=1 wlMSEl(p) = LXl=1 wl 11 + SIRl(p) ; (26)
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Fig. 3. (a) A geometrical illustration of the weighted sum MSE minimization problem. The probability vectorw is superimposed on the MSE achievable
region, and its perpendicular coincides with the optimal point in the MSE achievable region. (b) A geometrical illustration of the weighted sum rate maximization
problem. The probability vectorw is superimposed on the MSE achievable region, and its perpendicular coincides with the optimal point in the rate achievable
region.

wherewl is some positive weight assigned by the network to thelth link (to reflect some long-term
priority). Without loss of generality, we assume thatw is a probability vector. The weighted sum MSE
minimization problem is given by

minimize
PLl=1 wl 11+SIRl(p)

subject to
PLl=1 pl � �P; pl � 0 8 l;

variables: pl 8 l: (27)

We denote the optimal power vector to (27) byp?. By expressing the solution in the MSE variable, a
geometrical illustration of (27) is given in Figure 3(a).

B. Exact solution to special cases

We can rewrite (27) as
minimize

PLl=1 wlPk 6=lGlkpk+nlPk Glkpk+nl
subject to

PLl=1 pl � �P; pl � 0 8 l;
variables: pl 8 l: (28)

It can be shown that the total power constraint in (27) and (28) are tight at optimality (see Appendix
IX-E), which we exploit to transform (28) in the variablesp into another optimization problem that can
be used to solve (28) optimally. To proceed further, we need to introduce the notion of quasi-invertibility
of a nonnegative matrix in [23], which will be useful in solving (28) optimally.

Definition 1 (Quasi-invertibility):A square nonnegative matrixB is a quasi-inverse of a square non-
negative matrix~B if B� ~B = B~B = ~BB. Furthermore,(I� ~B)�1 = I+B [23].

We will now apply the definition of quasi-invertibility toB in (10), and study the existence of~B, which
can interestingly be associated with theSNR regime. In the case where the total power is very large, i.e.,�P !1 (high SNR regime) or when interference (off-diagonals ofF) is very large, it is deduced in the
following that ~B does not exist.

Lemma 3: ~B does not exist whenB = F, whereFlj > 0 for all l; j and l 6= j.
However, whenF = 0 (no interference) such thatB = v1>= �P or when �P is sufficiently small (lowSNR regime) such thatB � v1>= �P , then ~B always exists, as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 4:For any nonnegative vectorv, ~B = 1=(1 + 1>v)v1> whenB = v1>.
Example 1: In a numerical example for a ten-user IEEE 802.11b network, we experiment with a total

power constraint of33mW and1W (the largest possible value allowed in IEEE 802.11b). Averaging over



910; 000 random channel coefficient instances, the percentage of instances where~B exists is99% and65%
corresponding to the total power constraint of33mW and1W, respectively.

In the rest of Section IV-B, we focus on the case when~B exists. We next solve (28) in the following.
Let us define z = (I+B)p: (29)

Note thatGllzl is the total received (desired and interfering) signal power plus the additive white noise
at thelth receiver.

Then, we can rewrite (28) in terms ofz as

minimize
PLl=1 wl (~Bz)lzl

subject to zl � (~Bz)l; l = 1; : : : ; L;
variables: zl 8 l; (30)

where the constraints in (30) are due to the nonnegativity ofp, since, using Definition 1,p = (I+B)�1z =(I� ~B)z � 0.
The following result provides a condition under which the optimal solution to (30),z?, can be trans-

formed to yield the optimal solution to (28) or equivalently(27).
Theorem 2:The optimal solution to (27) is given byp? = (I+B)�1z?, wherez? is the optimal solution

to (30), if B is the quasi-inverse of a nonnegative matrix~B, where�(~B) < 1.
Lemma 5: If ~B exists, then~B has the spectral radius�(~B) = �(B)1 + �(B) ; (31)

with the corresponding left and Perron eigenvectors ofB.
In the following, we derive useful lower bounds to (27), investigate special cases, and finally characterize

the exact solution to (27).

C. A lower bound to weighted sum MSE minimization

By exploiting the eigenspace of~B and the Friedland-Karlin inequality, the following resultgives a
lower bound on the weighted sum MSE problem in (27).

Theorem 3:If ~B exists, LXl=1 wl 11 + SIRl(p) � � 11 + 1=�(B)�kwkx(B)Æy(B)1
(32)

for all feasiblep in (27).
Equality is achieved if and only ifw = x(B)Æy(B). Thus,SIRl(p?) = (1=�(B)) for all l. In this case,p? = x(B) solves (27).
Interestingly, Theorem 3 shows that solving (8) with� = 1 can be seen as an approximation method

to solving (27) suboptimally, but with an approximation guarantee. In particular, by taking the logarithm
of the objective function of (27),kwkx(B)Æy(B)1 can be interpreted as the approximation ratio of Algorithm
1 with � = 1 in solving (27).

Remark 6:Based on Theorem 3, we obtain a connection between the min-max MSE problem ((9) with� = 1) and the weighted sum MSE optimization in (27). Suppose we consider min-max MSE:minp maxl 1=(1 + SIRl(p)): (33)
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Then, by the max-min characterization of�(~B):4maxz>0 minl (~Bz)lzl = minz>0 maxl (~Bz)lzl = �(~B); (34)

the optimal objective of (33) is simply�(~B) = 1=(1 + 1=�(B)). It immediately follows from Theorem
3 that (8) with� = 1 yields the equivalent power allocation as (33) and the optimal sum MSE withw = x(B) Æ y(B).

We will establish further connection and equivalence results between the max-min weightedSIR problem
and the two nonconvex problems (27) and (39) in Section V-C (still requiring the existence of~B) and in
Section VI-A for the general case (without requiring the existence of~B).

D. Exact solution and fast algorithm

The existence of~B allows us to delineate cases of (27) that can be solved optimally from the general
problem. The following result gives the exact closed-form solution to (27), which motivates a fast algorithm
(Algorithm 3 below) to compute the optimal solution.

Theorem 4:If ~B exists, then the optimal solution to (27) is given byp? = (I � ~B)z? � 0, wherez?
is given by z?l =vuut wlPj 6=l ~Bljz?jPj 6=l wj ~Bjl=z?j (35)

for all l and satisfies1>z? � 1> ~Bz? = �P .
Example 2:The solution for the two-user case assumes a simple form, because Theorem 4 simplifies

to: If F12F21 �P + F12v2 + F21v1 � minfv1; v2g, thenp? = (I � ~B)z?, wherez?1 = qw1 ~B12=(w2 ~B21)z?2
andz?2 = �P=(qw1 ~B12=(w2 ~B21)(1� ~B11 � ~B21) + 1� ~B12 � ~B22).

Now, (35) in Theorem 4 can be written in the form ofz = I(z), whereI is a homogeneous function.
We will leverage the standard interference function results in [13] to propose the following (step size free)
algorithm that computesz? in Theorem 4, and implicitly, the optimal transmit power of (27).

Algorithm 3 (Weighted Sum MSE Minimization):
1) Initialize an arbitrarily small� > 0.
2) Update auxiliary variablez(k + 1):zl(k + 1) =vuut wlPj 6=l ~Bljzj(k)Pj 6=l wj ~Bjl=zj(k) + � 8 l: (36)

3) Updatep(k + 1): pl(k + 1) = SIRl(p(k))1 + SIRl(p(k))zl(k + 1) 8 l: (37)

4) Normalizep(k + 1): p(k + 1) p(k + 1) � �P=(1>p(k + 1)): (38)

The following theorem shows that Algorithm 3 converges to the optimal solutionz? andp? in Theorem
4.

4The max-min characterization of the spectral radius of an irreducible nonnegative matrixB is also known as the Collatz-Wielandt
characterization in nonnegative matrix theory, e.g., see [20], [24].
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Theorem 5:If ~B exists, for arbitrarily small� > 0, Algorithm 3 converges to the unique fixed pointz?
andp? in Theorem 4 from any initial pointz(0) under asynchronous update.

Remark 7:Algorithm 3 requires a complexity of O(L3) to compute~B. Step 2 of Algorithm 3 can be
implemented by distributed message passing. Transformingfrom z(k+1) to p(k+1) in (37) is performed
locally by each user, and the normalization at Step 38 is performed at the base station.

Remark 8:The convergence of Algorithm 3 leverages the standard interference function approach in
[13] by introducing� in (36) of Algorithm 3.

V. WEIGHTED SUM RATE MAXIMIZATION

In this section, we consider the weighted sum rate of all users as a performance metric to be optimized.
Similar to Section IV, we will first show that it can be solved exactly as special cases when the problem
parameters satisfy certain conditions, and then look at thegeneral case in Section VI. Further, we quantify
the connection of the weighted sum rate maximization and theweighted sum MSE minimization.

A. Problem statement

The weighted sum rate maximization problem is given by

maximize
PLl=1 wl log(1 + SIRl(p))

subject to
PLl=1 pl � �P; pl � 0 8 l;

variables: pl 8 l: (39)

By expressing the solution in the rate variable, a geometrical illustration of (39) is given in Figure 3(b).

B. Exact solution and fast algorithm

We can rewrite (39) to be equivalent to

minimize
QLl=1 �Pk 6=lGlkpk+1Pk Glkpk+1 �wl

subject to
PLl=1 pl � �P; pl � 0 8 l;

variables: pl 8 l: (40)

Similar to Section IV, ifB is the quasi-inverse of~B, we can rewrite (40) as

minimize
QLl=1 � (~Bz)lzl �wl

subject to zl � (~Bz)l; l = 1; : : : ; L;
variables: zl 8 l; (41)

wherez is given by (29).
Similar to Theorem 2, the following Theorem 6 gives the condition under which (39) is solved optimally.
Theorem 6:If ~B exists, the optimal solution to (39) is given byp? = (I + B)�1z?, wherez? is the

optimal solution of (41).
Theorem 6 is used to give the following solution of (39).
Theorem 7:If ~B exists, then the optimal solution to (39) is given byp? = (I � ~B)z? � 0, wherez?

is given by z?l = wlPj wj ~Bjl=(~Bz?)j (42)

for all l and satisfies1>z? � 1> ~Bz? = �P .
Example 3:The solution for the two-user case assumes a simple form, because Theorem 7 simplifies

to: If F12F21 �P + F12v2 + F21v1 � minfv1; v2g, thenp? = (I � ~B)z?, wherez?1 and z?2 are the solutions
to w1 ~B12 ~B22(z?2)2 + (w1�w2) ~B12 ~B21z?1z?2 �w2 ~B11 ~B21(z?1)2 = 0 andz?2 = ( �P � (1� ~B11� ~B21)z?1)=(1�



12~B12 � ~B22). As a side remark, we note the close similarity in our sufficient condition (existence of~B
for two users) obtained here and the information-theoreticsufficient condition of sum-capacity optimality
established in [11]. More precisely, our sufficient condition contains the one obtained in [11]. Could a
fundamental relatiohsip be found theoretically? We leave this for a future work.

As in the previous, (42) in Theorem 7 can be expressed asz = I(z), where I is a homogeneous
function. Using the standard interference function approach in [13], the following algorithm computes the
optimal solution of (39).

Algorithm 4 (Weighted Sum Rate Maximization):
1) Initialize an arbitrarily small� > 0.
2) Update auxiliary variablez(k + 1):zl(k + 1) = wlPj wj ~Bjl=(~Bz(k))j + � 8 l: (43)

3) Updatep(k + 1): pl(k + 1) = SIRl(p(k))1 + SIRl(p(k))zl(k + 1) 8 l: (44)

4) Normalizep(k + 1): p(k + 1) p(k + 1) � �P=(1>p(k + 1)): (45)

The following result shows that Algorithm 4 converges to theoptimal solutionz? andp? in Theorem
7.

Theorem 8:If ~B exists, for arbitrarily small� > 0, Algorithm 4 converges to the unique fixed pointz?
andp? in Theorem 7 from any initial pointz(0) under asynchronous update.

Next, we connect the three optimization problems given in (27), (39) and (8) with� = 1.

C. Connection between weighted sum rate, sum MSE and max-minSIR

Applying the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (see (82) in Appendix) to connect (30) and (41),
we deduce that the weighted sum rate maximization has the same optimal power as the weighted sum
MSE minimization whenw = x(B) Æ y(B). Furthermore, from Remark 6, this optimal power is also the
solution to the max-min weightedSIR problem (with� = 1).

Example 4:We give an example for the two user case. The channel gains aregiven by G11 =0:73; G12 = 0:04; G21 = 0:03; G22 = 0:89 and the AWGN for the first and second user are 0.1 and
0.3 respectively. The total power is2W . It can be easily checked that~B exists. We solve (8) with� = 1.
We then setw = x(B) Æ y(B) in both (27) and (39), and find their corresponding optimal solution by
exhaustive search. These are then plotted on the respectiveachievable rate and MSE region. Figure 5
shows that the optimal weighted sum rate point is the same as the weighted sum rate point evaluated
using the max-minSIR power control. Figure 4 shows that the optimal weighted sum MSE point is the
same as the weighted sum MSE point evaluated using the max-min SIR power control.

In Section VI-B, we continue to highlight this connection between (8) with� = 1 and the two problems
(27) and (39) withw = x(B) Æ y(B) in the general case, i.e., without the~B existence condition (see
Corollary 2).

VI. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION IN SIR
In this section, we first study the optimality conditions of (27) and (39) in the general case. We then

solve the problems using a centralized algorithm that can bemade distributed using the gradient method
and Algorithm 2. Conditions under which these algorithms solve them optimally will also be given.
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A. Optimality conditions inSIR
First, we reformulate both (39) and (27) as optimization problems having a new set of variables (in

the SIR domain) and a spectral radius constraint involvingB in (10). The new formulation permits us
to derive optimality conditions, propose fast algorithms and further connect the max-minSIR problem to
(27) and (39). In particular, by leveraging the beamformingresult in Section III-C, we also address the
optimal beamformer to (27) and (39).

First, let us consider the following optimization problem:

maximize f()
subject to �(diag()B) � 1;
variables: U = [u1 : : :uL℄; : (46)

Let us denote the optimal solution of (51) by?. Now, the optimal power to the weighted MSE min-
imization problem in (27) and the weighted sum rate maximization problem in (39) can be implicitly
obtained by solving (46) using, respectively,f() = �Xl wl=(1 + l) (weighted sum MSE) (47)

and f() =Xl wl log(1 + l) (weighted sum rate) (48)

in (46). We summarize this in the following result.
Lemma 6:For a feasible in (46), a feasible power in (27) and in (39) can be computed byp = (I� diag()F)�1diag()v: (49)

This means that if we first solve (46) to obtain?, the optimal power in (27) and (39) can be obtained
using (49) in Lemma 6.

We continue with a further change of variable technique in (46). For = (1; : : : ; L)> > 0, let~l = log l for all l; (50)

i.e.,  = e~. Then, (46) is equivalent to:

maximize f(e~)
subject to log �(diag(e~)B) � 0;
variables: U = [u1 : : :uL℄; ~ = (~1; : : : ; ~n)> 2 RL : (51)

Note that the constraint set in (51) is an unbounded convex set. Let us denote the optimal solution of
(51) by ~?. Note that~?l = log ?l for all l.

Suppose we know the optimalU in (51). Define the first order derivative of the objective function in
(51) with respect to~ by f 0(e~) 2 RL . The following result characterizes the optimality condition of
(51), and also applies to (46) after using the mapping in (50).

Theorem 9:The optimal solution of (51),~?, satisfiesx(diag(e~?)B) Æ y(diag(e~?)B) = f 0(e~?)1>f 0(e~?) (52)

and �(diag(e~?)B) = 1: (53)

Furthermore,~? is unique.
Our results in Sections IV and V established the connection between these three problems only in the

low interference or low signal-to-noise regime. Now, we establish the connection for the general case.
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From (53) in Theorem 9, we see that if the optimalSIRl is equal for alll, then the optimal solution to
(51) can be obtained by solving the max-minSIR problem in (17).

Now, by extending this observation to the constraint set in (46), we see that the uplink-downlink
duality applies to the weighted sum rate maximization and weighted sum MSE minimization problems.
In particular, the optimalU in (46) is given by the LMMSE filter in (20), whereq = (I� diag(?)F>)�1diag(?)v (54)

in (20).
Further, using (14) in Lemma 2, we see that a simple proof to the uplink-downlink duality is to observe

that �(diag()(F + (1= �P )11>)) = �(diag()(F> + (1= �P )11>)) = 1; (55)

where we have used both the fact that�(AC) = �(CA) and�(A) = �(A>) for any irreducible nonnegative
matricesA andC [24]. The first and second spectral radius expression in (55)correspond to the uplink
and the downlink systems, respectively. Note that (55) characterizes allpareto efficientachievableSIR in
both the uplink and downlink systems (since the spectral radius increases monotonically in the entry of
a matrix [24]).

Interestingly, using the weighted geometric mean equivalence result in (16), (17) is equivalent to an
optimization problem given in the form of (46) by lettingf() =Pl xl(diag(�)B)yl(diag(�)B) logl; (max-min

weightedSIR)
(56)

and its corresponding transformed problem in (51), which isconvex in~, can be solved efficiently. We
will now exploit this fact and our max-min weightedSIR algorithm in Section III-A to propose a fast
algorithm that can be made distributed to solve (27) and (39)in the following.

B. A weighted proportionalSIR algorithm

We first state our weighted proportionalSIR algorithm, which uses Algorithm 1 as a sub-module and
adapts the weight parameter� of Algorithm 1 iteratively to solve either (27) or (39).

Algorithm 5 (Weighted ProportionalSIR):
1) Compute the weightm(k + 1): m(k + 1) = f 0(e~(k))1>f 0(e~(k)) : (57)

2) Obtain~(k + 1) as the optimal solution to:

maximize
Plml(k + 1)~

subject to log �(diag(e~)B) � 0;
variables: ~: (58)

3) Set the output of Algorithm 1 using the input weight parameter (� = e~(k+1)) asp(k + 1).5
Depending on thef 0(~(k)) used in (57), Algorithm 5 can compute the optimal solution of(27) or (39)

when the initial point is sufficiently close to the optimal solution. This is stated in the following result.

5The output of Algorithm 1 is obtained after it converges to within a given tolerance. Algorithm 5 is essentially a two time-scale algorithm
- the power and beamformer are updated at a much faster timescale than the variable~.
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Theorem 10:For any~(0) in a sufficiently close neighborhood of~?, p(k+1) in Algorithm 5 converges
to the optimal solution of (27) and (39) for, respectively,f 0(e~(k)) = ��w1 e~1(k)(1 + e~1(k))2 ; : : : ;�wL e~L(k)(1 + e~L(k))2�> (59)

and f 0(e~(k)) = �w1 e~1(k)1 + e~1(k) ; : : : ; wL e~L(k)1 + e~L(k)�> : (60)

Example 5:Algorithm 5 for the two-user case assumes a simple form, because the optimal solution to
(58), (e~(k+1))1, is given by the positive root of the quadratic equationabm1(k)21+(b(m1(k)+m2(k))�a(m1(k)�m2(k)))1 �m1(k) = 0, and(e~(k+1))2 = (bm1(k)(e~(k+1))1 � (m1(k)�m2(k)))=(m2(k)),
wherea = F12F21 + F21v1= �P + F12v2= �P , b = v1= �P and  = v2= �P .

The convergence in Theorem 10 is proved only for initial points in the neighbourhood of the optimal
solution. However, we now state a result stronger than Theorem 10 (for a more relaxed initialization)
that also highlights the connection between the max-min weightedSIR problem and the two nonconvex
problems (27) and (39).

Corollary 2: If ~?l are equal for alll andw = x(B) Æ y(B), thenp(k + 1) in Algorithm 5 converges
to the optimal solution of (27) and (39) for (59) and (60), respectively, from any initial point~(0) such
that ~l(0) are equal for alll.

Remark 9:This result is similar in flavor to the result in Section V-C, but is more general (without the
existence condition of~B).

C. Distributed optimization

Although Algorithm 5 is centralized (due to the need to solve(58)), it can be made distributed by
leveraging the output of Algorithm 1. In particular, we willuse the approximate projected gradient method
to obtain a distributed solution to solve (58). Distributedtechnique involving the subgradient method to
solve eigenvalue problems has recently also been used in randomized gossip algorithms [19].

Recall that the gradientg 2 RL of log �(diag(e~)B) at ̂ satisfieslog �(diag(e~)B) � log �(diag(ê)B) + g>(~ � ̂) (61)

for any feasible~. In fact, g is given by [21]:g = x(diag(ê)B) Æ y(diag(ê)B); (62)

normalized such that1>g=1. Computing the left and right Perron eigenvector requires centralized compu-
tation in general. However, observe that it is also the normalized Schur product of the optimal uplink and
downlink power when� = ê in (8) (cf. Figure 2). Leveraging on this fact, we next apply the approximate
projected gradient method to obtain a distributed version of Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 6 (Distributed Weighted ProportionalSIR): Set the step size�(0) 2 (0; 1).
1) Compute the weightm(k + 1): m(k + 1) = f 0(e~(k))1>f 0(e~(k)) : (63)

2) Set the downlink power and uplink power output of Algorithm 2 using the input weight parameter
(� = e~(k)) asp(k) andq(k), respectively.

3) Eachlth user computes:~l(k + 1) = ~l(k) + log SIRl(p(k))+�(k)�ml(k+1)(e~(k))lp(k)>diag(e�~(k))q(k)(p(k)Æq(k))l � 1� (64)
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for all l. Update�(k + 1) = �(k)=k.

Theorem 11:Let x(k) = x(diag(e~(k))B) and y(k) = y(diag(e~(k))B)) be the optimal solution of
Algorithm 2 when� = e~(k). Suppose the output of Algorithm 2 (at Step 2 of Algorithm 6) satisfieslim supk kpm(k + 1)kx(k)1 kkpm(k + 1)ky(k)1 �M1
and lim supk kx(k)kp(k)1 kky(k)kq(k)1 �M2
for some positiveM1 andM2 respectively. For any~(0) in a sufficiently close neighborhood of~? and
a sequence of step sizes�(k) > 0, f�(k)g, that satisfies1Xk=0 �(k) =1; 1Xk=0(�(k))2 <1; (65)p(k+ 1) in Algorithm 6 converges to within a closed neighbourhood ofthe optimal solution of (27) and
(39) for, respectively, (59) and (60).

Remark 10:We make the following remarks on Algorithm 6. At Step 2, the computation ofp(k) andq(k) is approximately optimal in the sense of max-min weightedSIR as the time to run Algorithm 2
is finite. These approximation errors carry over to Step 3, thus leading to an approximate gradient with
error. Theorem 11 states that these accumulated approximation errors however do not affect the overall
convergence as long as the number of iterations to execute Algorithm 2 (at Step 2 of Algorithm 6) is
sufficiently long and the step size is tuned appropriately ateach iteration. At Step 3, the computation of
both the normalizedm(k) andp(k)>diag(e�~(k))q(k) can be obtained by a gossip algorithm.

VII. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we evaluate the performance of 3, 4 and 6 numerically. We focus on the case when~B
exists, whereby Algorithm 3 and 4 can be used. We use the following channel gain matrix:G = 24 0:73 0:14 0:130:15 0:69 0:120:15 0:12 0:79 35 : (66)

We set the total power constraint as�p = 3:65W and the noise power of each user be1W. The weight
vector is given byw = x(B) Æ y(B). It is easily verified that~B exists. Using exaustive search, both
the optimal solution to (27) and (39) are attained at the equal SIR allocation of0:673 for the three users
(equal to the solution of (8) with� = 1), wherep? = x(B) = [1:2238 1:2870 1:1392℄>W . Thus, the
optimal sum rate is0:5144 nats/symbol.

Figure 6 plots the evolution of the power for the three users that run Algorithm 4 and 6. At Step2
of Algorithm 6, we run Algorithm 2 for100 iterations before it terminates. We use a diminishing step
size �(k + 1) = �(k)=k; k � 1. In Figure 6(a) and (b), we set the initialSIR vector in Algorithm 6
to [0:473 0:473 0:473℄> (closer to the optimal solution) and[SNR1 0 0℄> (further from the optimal
solution) respectively. It is observed that Algorithm 4 converges geometrically fast to the optimal solution
(verifying Theorem 8) under synchronous updates. In the case of Algorithm 6, convergence to the optimal
solution is observed for initial vectors close to the optimal solution (verifying Theorem 11). Interestingly,
we have never observed a case where convergence to the optimal solution fails even for the other initial
vectors further away from the optimal solution that we have tested. We also observe that the convergence
speed is faster when the initialSIR vector is closer to the optimal solution.

Next, we evaluate the performance of using a constant step size of 0:07 in Algorithm 6, and evaluate
its performance to solve (27) for different number of inner loops executed at Step2 of Algorithm 6. The
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the convergence of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6 with an initialSIR vectors that are closer to, in (a), and further
from, in (b), the optimal solution.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the convergence of Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 6 with different number of inner loops executed by Algorithm 2 of150 (a), and70 in (b).

weight vector is given byw = [0:1309 0:1678 0:7013℄>. Using exaustive search, the optimal solution to
(27) is attained at the point[0 0:3884 3:2616℄>. The initialSIR vectors in Algorithm 6 are set close to the
optimal solution. Figure 7 plots the evolution of the power for the three users that run Algorithm 3 and
Algorithm 6. Figure 7(a) and (b) illustrate the cases when werun Algorithm 2 for150 and70 iterations
before it terminates, respectively. We observe that if the number of inner loops to execute Algorithm 2 is
smaller, we obtain a faster convergence speed of Algorithm 6to the neighborhood of the optimal solution,
but it may not converge to the optimal solution due to the approximate gradient error (In Figure 7(b), a
maximum of9% deviation from the optimal solution is observed).

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Maximizing the minimum weightedSIR, minimizing weighted sum MSE and maximizing weighted sum
rate on a multiuser downlink system are three important goals of joint transceiver and power optimization.
We established a theoretical connection between these three problems using nonnegative matrix theory,
nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. Under sufficiently low to
medium interference, we showed that the weighted sum MSE minimization and the sum rate maximization
problems can be solved optimally using fast algorithms (without any configuration). In the general case,
we established optimality conditions and also theoreticaland algorithmic connections between the three
problems. We then proposed a weighted proportionalSIR algorithm that leveraged our fast max-min
weighted SIR algorithm and the uplink-downlink duality to solve these two nonconvex problems in
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a distributed manner. Our numerical analysis highlighted the robust performance of our algorithms in
finding the global optimal solution of these nonconvex problems. As future work, it will be interesting to
find a connection between the quasi-inverse existence and the information-theoretic sum-capacity optimal
condition in [11], and to prove our empirical evidence on whyAlgorithm 5 (centralized version) and
Algorithm 6 (distributed version) never fail to find the global optimal solution from any initial point.
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IX. A PPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof: Our proof is based on the nonlinear Perron-Frobenius theory[1], [2]. We let the optimal
weighted max-minSIR(p�) in (8) be � �. A key observation is that all theSIR constraints are tight at
optimality. This implies, at optimality of (8),(p�l =Pl p�l )Pj 6=l Flj(p�l =Pl p�l ) + (vl=Pl p�l ) = �l� � (67)

for all l. Letting s� = (1=P p�l )p�, (67) can be rewritten as(1=� �)s� = diag(�)Fs� + (1=Xl p�l )diag(�)v: (68)

We first state the following conditional eigenvalue lemma:
Lemma 7 (Conditional eigenvalue [1], Corollary 13):Let A be a nonnegative matrix andb be a non-

negative vector. If�(A+ b1>) > �(A), then the conditional eigenvalue problem�s = As+ b; � 2 R; s � 0; Xl sl = 1;
has a unique solution given by� = �(A + b1>) and s being the unique normalized Perron eigenvector
of A+ b1>.

Letting � = 1=� �;A = diag(�)F;b = (1= �P )diag(�)v in Lemma 7 and noting that
Pl s�l = 1 shows

thatp� = (�si= �P )x(diag(�)(F + (1= �P )v1>)) is a fixed point of (68).

B. Proof of Corollary 1

Proof: The fixed point in Lemma 7 is also a unique fixed point of the following equation [1]:s = As+ bkAs+ bk1 : (69)

Applying the power method in (69) to the system of equations in (68) yields the following iterative
method:

1) Update auxiliary variables(k + 1):s(k + 1) = Fs(k) + (1= �P )v: (70)

2) Normalizes(k + 1): s(k + 1) s(k + 1)=Xl sl(k + 1): (71)
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3) Compute powerp(k + 1): p(k + 1) = s(k + 1) �P : (72)

Combining Step 1 and 3 in the above and after some rearrangement yields Algorithm 1.
We first state the following key theorem in [2] to establish the convergence rate of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 12 (Krause’s theorem [2]):Let k � k be a monotone norm onRL . For a concave mappingf : RL+ ! RL+ with f(z) > 0 for z � 0, the following statements hold. The conditional eigenvalue

problem f(z) = �z, � 2 R, z � 0, kzk = 1 has a unique solution(��; z�), where�� > 0, z� > 0.
Furthermore,limk!1 ~fk(z) converges geometrically fast toz�, where ~f(z) = f(z)=k(z)k.
It is shown in [1] thatf(z) = Az+b is a concave mapping, whereA � 0, b � 0. Hence, the convergence
of the iteration(Az+b)=kAz+bk1 to the fixed point is geometrically fast, regardless of the initial point.

C. Proof of Lemma 2

Proof: Let A be an irreducible nonnegative matrix,b a nonnegative vector andk � k a norm onRL
with a corresponding dual normk � kD. Then, Proposition 5 in [1] establishes thatlog �(A+ b>� ) = maxkkD=1 log �(A+ b>);
and the fact thatp = x(A + b>� ), which is the Perron eigenvector ofA + b>� , is the dual of� with
respect tok � kD. Further, thisp is also the unique solution to the problem:�p = Ap+ b; � 2 R; p > 0; kpk = 1: (73)

The above result is a special case of Krause’s theorem [2] (see above proof of Corollary 1). Next, we
give further characterization of the above result by applying the Friedland-Karlin inequality and minimax
theorem in [20], [21] onA+ b>� .

The equality between (14) and (15) in Lemma 2 can be proved in two different ways. We sketch the
first proof (see [3] for more details). Observe that (15) is equivalent tominkpk=1 maxl log (Ap+ b)lpl ;
which can be solved optimally by first casting it in epigraph form (introduce an auxiliary variable~�
and additional constraintslog (Ap+b)lpl � ~� for all l), and then using the logarithmic change of variable
technique onp, i.e., p = e~p to make the problem convex in~p and ~� . Next, a partial Lagrangian from
the epigraph form is considered by relaxing the constraintslog (Ae~p+b)le~pl � ~� for all l. Using the Lagrange
duality, i.e., the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (cf. [25]), to solve the primal and dual problems,
the optimal� in (15) turns out to be the optimal dual variable.

The next observation is to apply the Friedland-Karlin inequality to upper bound the dual problem,
which turns out to be tight for a feasible~p. The optimalp and � is thus given byx(A + b>� ) andx(A+ b>� ) Æ y(A+ b>� ) respectively. In fact, the optimal~� in the epigraph form is related to the� in
(73): ~� = log � . Once (15) is solved completely, the equality between (14) and (15) follows from strong
duality. The last step is to observe that the Collatz-Wielandt characterization (cf. (34)) relates (15) tolog �(A+ b>� ).

The second and simpler proof is a direct application of the Friedland-Karlin minimax theorem in [21]
(See Theorem 3.2 in [21]) to the matrixA+ b>� .
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D. Proof of Theorem 1

Proof: Let the optimal power and beamforming matrix in (17) bep? andU? respectively.
First, the authors in [8] used theextended coupling matrixapproach to show that the downlink max-

min SIR problem in (17) has an optimal objective and an optimal powervectorp?, given respectively
by 1=�(E(U?)) and the vector that contains the firstL elements of the eigenvectorx(E(U?)) (with(x(E(U)))L+1 = 1), where U? = arg minU2CN�L;uylul=1 8 l �(E(U)) (74)

and E(U) = � F(U) v(U)(1= �P )1>F(U) (1= �P )1>v(U) � : (75)

Now, using the fact that the optimal max-minSIR is unique and the above fact in [8] that[p? 1℄> =x(E(U?)) and �(E(U?)) = 1�P 1>F(U?)p? + 1�P 1>v(U?); (76)

we deduce that �(E(U?)) = �(B(U?)) (77)

and x(E(U?)) = � x(B(U?))1 � ; (78)

where1>x(B(U?)) = �P .
Next, we focus on Algorithm 2 and show that it producesp? andU?. It was shown in [9] that the

uplink-downlink duality can be combined with theextended coupling matrixapproach in [8] to solve (17).
In particular, a virtual uplink transmission that considers the uplink receive^SIR expression given by (18)
is first constructed. By considering the followingvirtual uplink coupling matrix:Ê(U) = " F>(U) v(U)(1= �P )1>F>(U) (1= �P )1>v(U) # ; (79)

the authors in [9] showed that the firstL elements of the eigenvectorx(Ê(U?)) (with (x(Ê(U)))L+1 = 1)
yields the virtual uplink power vectorq?, which when plugged into (19) yields the optimal beamforming
matrixU?. This leads to an iterative method (see Table I in [9]) that computes the eigenvector and spectral
radius ofÊ(U) in [9].

Building on the connection between the virtual uplink coupling matrix in [9] and the virtual uplink
power q , we can solve both the virtual uplink powerq and the downlink power using Algorithm 1.
This leads to Algorithm 2, where in Steps 1-2,q(k) is computed and is used to compute the transmit
beamforming matrixU(k) in Step 3. Lastly, Steps 4-5 keep the transmit beamfomers fixed and compute the
downlink powerp(k). Using (77) and (78), the convergence of Algorithm 2 followsfrom the convergence
result of the iterative method (Table I in [9]). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

E. Total power constraint in (27) and (28) tight at optimality

Proof: Suppose1>p < 1>�p at optimality. The objective function in (28) can be strictly minimized
by increasing the power of all users proportionally such that 1>p = 1>�p, sinceSIRl(p) for all l increases
monotonically. But this contradicts the assumption, thus the total power constraint in (27) and (28) are
tight at optimality.
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F. Proof of Lemma 3

Proof: Let B = F, whereFlj > 0 for all l; j and l 6= j. Suppose~B � 0 exists. SinceFll = 0 for alll, by definition 1,F � ~B, thus ~Bll = 0 for all l. We assume~B with ~Bll = 0 for all l exists. By definition
1, F � ~B = F~B. Thus, Tr[F~B℄ = Tr[~BF℄ = 0, where Tr[�℄ denotes the trace operator. But, this cannot
happen unlessF = 0 or ~B = 0, which is at once a contradiction that~B exists. This proves Lemma 3.

G. Proof of Lemma 4

Proof: Suppose that~B = av1> for some positivea whenB = v1>. We shall show that~B satisfies
definition 1 for a uniquea < 1. By definition 1, (I + v1>) = (I � av1>)�1, which can be written as(I+ v1>) =P1l=0(av1>)l using the von Neumann’s expansion [24]. This leads to

P1l=1 al(v>1)l�1 = 1,
which yieldsa = 1=(1+1>v). It can be checked, by definition 1, thatB� ~B = (1� 1=(1+1>v))1v> =B~B = ~BB � 0, thus proving Lemma 4.

H. Proof of Theorem 2

Proof: We first show that�(~B) < 1. Now, I+B = (I� ~B)�1 =P1k=0(~B)k, which converges if and
only if �(~B) < 1. Note �(~B) = 1 corresponds to the trivial solution thatp = 0, shown as follows. Letz = x(~B). Then, take the inner product on both sides ofx(~B) � ~Bx(~B) in (30) by y(~B), which yieldsy(~B)> ~Bx(~B)=y(~B)>x(~B) = �(~B) � 1. If �(~B) = 1, thenz = Bz, which impliesp = 0, which can be
ignored since, at optimality,pl > 0 for somel.

SupposeB is the quasi-inverse of~B. Then,(I� ~B)�1 is always nonnegative if�(~B) < 1 sinceI� ~B is
an M-matrix [24]. Thus, there is a unique mapping between allfeasible nonnegativez in (30) and feasiblep in (28), and the optimal solution to (27) is given byp? = (I� ~B)z?. Since�(~B) < 1, p? � 0.

I. Proof of Lemma 5

Proof: We first state the following lemma.
Lemma 8 (Splitting lemma [24], Chapter 7, Theorem 5.2):Let A = M �N with A andM nonsin-

gular. Suppose thatH � 0, whereH = M�1N. Then�(H) = �(A�1N)=(1 + �(A�1N)) if and only ifA�1N � 0.
LettingA = (I+B)�1,M = I andN = ~B in Lemma 8, we have�(~B) = �((I+B)~B)=(1+�((I+B)~B)).

But (I+B)~B = B, thus obtaining (31). Next, we multiply both sides ofB� ~B = ~BB with the Perron
eigenvectorx of B. After rearranging, we obtain~Bx = �(~B)x. Thus, ~B andB have the same Perron
eigenvectorx. A similar proof for the left eigenvectory can also be shown.

J. Proof of Theorem 3

Proof: We first recall the following result in [20].
Theorem 13 (Theorem 3.1 in [20]):For any irreducible nonnegative matrixA,Yl �(Az)lzl �(xÆy)l � �(A) (80)

for all strictly positivez, wherex andy are the Perron and left eigenvectors ofA respectively.
We will call (80) the Friedland-Karlin inequality in this paper.

Furthermore, ifz � Az (which implies�(A) � 1), then for any positive vectorw, (80) can be extended
to Yl �(Az)lzl �wl � (�(A))kwkxÆy1 : (81)

Clearly, (81) reduces to (80) whenw = x Æ y.
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Next, the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality states thatXl �lvl �Yl v�ll ; (82)

wherev > 0 and� � 0; 1>� = 1. Equality is achieved in (82) if and only ifv1 = v2 = � � � = vL.
Now, we are ready to prove (32). From the objective function of (30), we can establish the following

chain of inequalities: Pl wl(~Bz)l=zl (a)� Ql �(~Bz)l=zl�wl(b)� (�(~B))kwkx(~B)Æy(~B)1()= � �(B)1+�(B)�kwkx(B)Æy(B)1 ; (83)

where (a) is due to lettingvl = (~Bz)l=zl for all l and� = w in (82), (b) is due to lettingA = ~B in (81)
sincez � ~Bz, and (c) is due to Lemma 5. But, using (29),

Pl wl(~Bz)l=zl =PLl=1wl=(1 + l). Thus, we
establish (32).

To prove the second part, we note that both inequalities (a) and (b) in (83) become tight if and only if1 = 2 = � � � = L andw = x(B) Æ y(B) (required only for (b) to become tight). In particular, all users
receive a commonSIR given by?l = 1=�(B) for all l.

To establish the power vector corresponding to?l = 1=�(B), we further note that equality is achieved
in (32) of Theorem 3 by the max-minSIR power allocation. More precisely,?l = 1=�(B) is in fact the
total power constrained max-minSIR whose associated power vector is given in Lemma 1. This completes
the proof of Theorem 3.

K. Proof of Theorem 4

Proof: First, we note that though (30) is seemingly nonconvex inz, (30) can nevertheless be solved
optimally by further making a change of variables~zl = log zl for all l. This is allowed sincez > 0. We
thus consider

minimize
PLl=1 wl(~B exp(~z))l=e~zl

subject to (~B exp(~z))l=e~zl � 1; l = 1; : : : ; L;
variables: ~zl 8 l; (84)

which is clearly strictly convex in~z. Though the constraint set in (84) is unbounded, the optimalsolution
to (84) cannot have~z?l = �1 for somel since, at optimality,z? > 0. Next, the Lagrangian of (84) can
be written as L(~z;�) = LXl=1 wl(~B exp(~z))l=e~zl + LXl=1 �l(~B exp(~z))l=e~zl: (85)

We can further simplify (85) by noting that, at optimality,z? > ~Bz?. This is proved easily by noting the
following lemma.

Lemma 9 ( [24], Chapter 2):If z > 0, thenAz � �z implies �(A) � � and Az < �z implies�(A) < �.
Thus, exp(~z?) > ~B exp(~z?) implies �(~B) < 1, which satisfies Theorem 2. This also implies, using

complementary slackness, that the optimal dual variables�? = 0. Hence,p? = (I� ~B)z? � 0, and (85)
becomes L(~z;�) = LXl=1 wl(~B exp(~z))l=e~zl; (86)

which is in fact an unconstrained version of (84). Taking thefirst order derivative of (86) with respect to~zl for eachl and setting it to zero, we have (35) after making the change ofvariables back toz. Since1>p? = 1>(I� ~B)z? = �P , this completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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L. Proof of Theorem 5

Proof: The convergence proof of Algorithm 3 is based on the standardfunction approach [13], which
is summarized as follows.

Definition 2: I(p) is a standard function if it satisfies [13]:
1) (monotonicity)I(p0) > I(p) if p0 > p.
2) (scalability) Suppose� > 1. Then,�I(p) > I(�p).
Lemma 10 ( [13]): If I(p) is standard, thenp(k + 1) = I(p(k)) converges to the unique fixed point

from any initial pointp(0) under synchronous and asynchronous updates.
It can be verified that the iterative equation in (36) is standard. Thus, by Lemma 10,z(k+1) converges

to the fixed point of (35) for arbitrarily small� > 0 under synchronous and asynchronous updates. Hence,p(k + 1) also converges top? under synchronous and asynchronous updates.
Now, in order to compute the powerp(k + 1) from z(k + 1), we could usep(k + 1) = (I� ~B)z(k + 1); (87)

which however has to be computed in a centralized manner. Instead of using (87) in Algorithm 3, we
derive in the following a simpler mapping. From (29), observe thatzl =Xj 6=l Fljpj + vl + pl (88)

can be rewritten as pl = SIRl(p)1 + SIRl(p)zl: (89)

Thus, we use (89) as the nonlinear map betweenp andz, and writepl(k + 1) = SIRl(p(k))1 + SIRl(p(k))zl(k + 1) 8 l; (90)

in (37), which can be computed locally by thelth user.

M. Proof of Theorem 6

Proof: Theorem 6 can be proved in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 4, and therefore is
omitted.

N. Proof of Theorem 7

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, we make a change of variables ~zl = log zl for all l in (41),
and thus convexify (41) to yield:

minimize
QLl=1 wl(~B exp(~z))l=e~zl

subject to (~B exp(~z))l=e~zl � 1 l = 1; : : : ; L;
variables: ~zl; 8 l; (91)

which is strictly convex in~z. Applying the KKT conditions to (91) and making a change of variables
back to thez domain, we obtain (42). The optimal power vectorp? in (39) is then recovered fromz? in
(42) using Theorem 6.
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O. Proof of Theorem 8

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 5, the convergence proof of Algorithm 3 is based on the
standard function approach [13]. It can be verified that the equationz = I(z) in (42) is homogeneous
of degree 1. As in the previous, we incorporate an arbitrarily small positive value� to (42) to make it
a standard interference function. We thus consider the iterative methodz(k + 1) = I(z(k)) + �. Using
Lemma 10,z(k + 1) converges to the fixed point of (42) for arbitrarily small� > 0 under synchronous
and asynchronous updates. Hence, using the mapping in (90),p(k+1) also converges top? of (39) under
synchronous and asynchronous updates.

P. Proof of Lemma 6

Proof: It is easy to observe that for a givenSIR value, the power to achieve is given by (49)
[10], [18]. Next, we will show that this power vector is feasible in (27) and (39), i.e., it satisfies the total
power constraint. First, observe that diag()B is an irreducible nonnegative matrix. Now, using (49), we
have

diag()Bp = diag()Fp + (1>p= �P )v� diag()Fp + v = p: (92)

Thus, diag()Bp � p for any p in (49). Using the Perron-Frobenius Theorem [24], this implies that�(diag()B) � 1.

Q. Proof of Theorem 9

Proof: Theorem 9 is proved using Lagrange duality, i.e., the KKT conditions, and the fact that the
optimal dual variable is unique as follows. We introduce a dual variable to the constraint of (51) and write
the Lagrangian: L(~; �) = f(e~)� � log �(diag(e~)B):

Now, the gradient oflog �(diag(e~)B) with respect to~ is given by (unique up to a scaling constant)
[21]: x(diag(e~)B) Æ y(diag(e~)B);
wherex(diag(e~)B) andy(diag(e~)B) are scaled such thatx(diag(e~)B)>y(diag(e~)B) = 1. Using this
fact, we can compute�L(~; �)=�~l for all l. In addition, we see that� is unique and equals1>f 0(e~?)
at optimality. Hence,~? satisfiesx(diag(e~?)B) Æ y(diag(e~?)B) = f 0(e~?)1>f 0(e~?)
and �(diag(e~?)B) = 1:

Lastly, the uniqueness of~0 follows from the following result:
Lemma 11 ( [26]): Let B 2 RL�L+ ;w 2 RL+ be a given irreducible matrix with positive diagonal

elements and positive probability vector, respectively. Then there exists� 2 RL such thatx(diag(e�)B)Æy(diag(e�)B) = w. Furthermore,� is unique up to an addition oft1, t being a scalar. In particular, this� can be computed by solving the following convex optimization problem:

maximize w>�
subject to log �(diag(e�)B) � 0;
variables: �: (93)
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R. Proof of Theorem 10

Proof: We use the fact that in a sufficiently close neighborhood of~?, the domain set is convex,
and the objective functionf(e~?) is twice continuously differentiable. We then use a successive convex
approximation technique to compute~? assuming that the initial point is sufficiently close to~?. The
convergence conditions for such a technique are given in [27], [28]. Instead of solving (51) directly, we
replace the objective function of (51) in a neighborhood of afeasible point~(0) by its Taylor series (up
to the first order terms): f 0(e~) � f(e~(0)) + f 0(e~(0))>(~ � ~(0)):

Assume a feasible~(0) that is close to~?. We then compute a feasible~(k+1) by solving the(k+1)th
approximation problem:

maximize f 0(e~(k))>(~ � ~(k))
subject to log �(diag(e~)B) � 0;
variables: U = [u1 : : :uL℄; ~ = (~1; : : : ; ~n)> 2 RL ; (94)

where~(k) is the optimal solution of thekth approximation problem. This inner approximation technique
converges to a local optimal solution [27], [28]. In addition, if ~(0) is sufficiently close to~?, thenlimk!1 ~(k) = ~?.

Next, we leverage Lemma 11 in [26] and Algorithm 1 to solve (94). To be more precise, note that the
solution to the max-min weightedSIR problem satisfies the following optimality condition:x(diag(e~)B) Æ y(diag(e~)B) = x(diag(�)B) Æ y(diag(�)B);
which can be made equal tof 0(e~(k))=1>f 0(e~(k)) by choosing� appropriately. In particular, by setting� = e~(k), Algorithm 1 computes a feasible powerp(k + 1):p(k + 1) = (I� diag(e~(k))F)�1diag(e~(k))v;
which converges to the optimal solution of (27) and (39) for,respectively,f 0(e~(k)) = ��w1 e~1(k)(1+e~1(k))2 ; : : : ;�wL e~L(k)(1+e~L(k))2�>
andf 0(e~(k)) = �w1 e~1(k)1+e~1(k) ; : : : ; wL e~L(k)1+e~L(k)�>.

S. Proof of Corollary 2

Proof: If ~? = 1 (up to a scaling constant), andw = x(B) Æ y(B), then the optimality conditions
in Theorem 9 are clearly satisfied. Any initial condition~(0) = 1 (up to a scaling constant), will satisfy
(up to a scaling constant):x(diag(e~(0))B) Æ y(diag(e~(0))B) = f 0(e~(0))1>f 0(e~(0)) = w:
Thus,~(k) = 1 (up to a scaling constant) for allk. This proves Corollary 2.

T. Proof of Theorem 11

Proof: Theorem 11 is proved by using the projected gradient method with error [25] to solve (58)
and then applying a result on the convergence of approximategradient method in [29]. We first look
at computing an approximate projected gradient for (58), and then show that the approximate projected
gradient method converges to a neighbourhood of the optimalsolution under certain conditions on the
sequence of step sizes.
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Define! 2 RL as the vector with thelth entry given by1=(x(diag(e~)B)Æy(diag(e~)B))l. Now, based
on the gradient oflog �(diag(e~)B),r log �(diag(e~)B) = (� log �(diag(e~)B)=�~1; : : : ; � log �(diag(e~)B)=�~L)>,
in (62), an approximate gradient to~ of (58) can be given byg(~) = diag(!)(m�r log �(diag(e~)B)):

Note that, at Step 2, the downlink powerp(k) and uplink powerq(k) output of Algorithm 2 using
the input weight parameter (� = e~(k)) are approximately optimal (in the sense of solving the downlink
and uplink max-min weightedSIR respectively), because the time to compute them is finite andthis
computation terminates within some tolerance.

Let g(k) be the vector with thelth entry:ml(k + 1)(e~(k))lp(k)>diag(e�~(k))q(k)(p(k) Æ q(k))l � 1:
Note that ifp(k) = x(diag(e~)B) andq(k) = y(diag(e~)B), theng(k) = g(~(k)). However,p(k) andq(k) contains errors, as Algorithm 2 terminates in finite time.
We now show that the gradient method converges depite approximation errors made in the computation

of the eigenvectors (p(k) andq(k)) at Step 2, which spills into the gradient projection computation at
Step 3. We will use the following result from [29] (Proposition 1 in [29], see also [25], Sec. 1.3, pp. 61):

Theorem 14:Let fs(k + 1)g be a sequence generated by the gradient method with errorss(k + 1) = s(k) + �(k)(d(k) + e(k));
whereOf satisfies the Lipschitz assumption,d(k) safisfies1kOf(s(k))k2 � Of(s(k))>d(k); kd(k)k � 2(1 + kOf(s(k))k); 8 k;
where1 and2 are some scalars, the stepsizesf�(k)g satisfy1Xk=0 �(k) =1; 1Xk=0(�(k))2 <1;
and the errorsfe(k)g satisfy ke(k)k � �(k)(3 + 4kOf(s(k))k); 8 k;
where3 and 4 are some scalars. Then eitherf(s(k)) ! �1 or elseff(s(k))g converges to a finite
value andOf(s(k))! 0. Furthermore, every limit point offs(k)g is a stationary point off .

The idea of Theorem 14 is that as long as the descent directionis sufficiently aligned with the gradient
and the errors are sufficiently bounded, then the gradient method converges to the optimal solution. Now,(g(k))l can be written as (letx(k) = x(diag(e~(k))B) andy(k) = y(diag(e~(k))B)):(g(k))l = gl(~(k))�(k) + gl(~(k))� � ml(k + 1)(x(k) Æ y(k))l � �(k)�
where�(k) = (x(k)Æy(k))l(p(k)Æq(k))l .

In Theorem 14, we lets = ~, f = g(~), dl(k) = gl(~(k))�(k) andel(k) = gl(~(k))�� ml(k+1)(x(k)Æy(k))l � �(k)�.
It can be shown that j dl(k)>gl(~(k)) j� kgl(~(k))k2kx(k)kp(k)1 ky(k)kq(k)1
and ke(k)k � kgl(~(k))k+ kpm(k + 1)kx(k)1 kkpm(k + 1)ky(k)1+kx(k)kp(k)1 kky(k)kq(k)1 ;
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where
pm(k + 1) = (pm1(k + 1); : : : ;pmL(k + 1))>, and we have used the fact thatkx Æ ykpÆq1 �kxkp1kykq1 for any positive vectorx, y, p andq.

Assume that lim supk kpm(k + 1)kx(k)1 kkpm(k + 1)ky(k)1 �M1
and lim supk kx(k)kp(k)1 kky(k)kq(k)1 �M2
for some positiveM1 andM2 respectively, we can select�(k) such thatke(k)k � �(k)(limsupk (1=�(k))(M1 +M2) + limsupk (1=�(k))kgl(~(k))k); 8 k;
in the following gradient update:~0l(k + 1) = ~l(k)++�(k)�ml(k+1)(e~(k))lp(k)>diag(e�~(k))q(k)(p(k)Æq(k))l � 1� :

Now, the point~0(k+1) after the above gradient update may be infeasible with respect to the constraint
set of (58). We now project~0(k + 1) to the feasible set by adding a constant termlog SIRl(p(k))=�l =1=�(diag(eSIR(p(k))=�)B) (the value of the logarithmic weighted max-minSIR evaluated atp(k)) to obtain
the following update: ~l(k + 1) = ~0l(k + 1) + log(SIRl(p(k))=�l):

To show the feasibility of~l(k + 1), we have (letx0 = x(diag(e~0(k+1))B)):
diag(e~(k+1))Bx0 = diag(SIR(p(k))=�)diag(e~0(k+1))Bx0� maxl SIRl(p(k))�l diag(e~0(k+1))Bx0� 1�(diag(e~0(k+1))B)diag(e~0(k+1))Bx0= 1�(diag(e~0(k+1))B)�(diag(e~0(k+1))B)x0 = x0:

Hence,�(diag(e~(k+1))B) � 1, i.e., ~(k + 1) is feasible with respect to the constraint set of (58). Using
Theorem 14, we conclude that~(k) converges to the optimal solution ask !1.
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